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Abstract

Kafka and Camus, through their unique literary and philosophical lenses, offer profound insights into the human condition. Kafka’s work, more abstract and surreal, delves into the deeper anxieties of modern existence. Camus, on the other hand, offers a more direct engagement with the philosophical questions of meaning, freedom, and responsibility in an absurd universe. Both authors, in their distinct ways, have left an indelible mark on literature and philosophy, offering narratives that compel readers to confront the complexities of existence, the search for meaning, and the challenge of living authentically in a world that often defies rational understanding.
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Existentialism is a philosophical movement that emerged in the 20th century, focusing on the analysis of human existence and the centrality of human choice. It posits that individuals are free and responsible agents determining their own development through acts of the will. Central to existentialism is the notion of ‘absurdity,’ as articulated by Albert Camus, highlighting the conflict between the human tendency to seek inherent meaning in life and the inability to find any in a chaotic, indifferent universe. This leads to an emphasis on subjective experience, personal authenticity, and the importance of personal decision-making in a world that lacks clear-cut guidelines. While it often acknowledges the irrational or unpredictable aspects of life, existentialism insists on the possibility of individual authenticity and freedom, encouraging individuals to forge their own paths and create meaning for themselves.

Famous existentialist writers include Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert Camus, Fyodor Dostoevsky, and Friedrich Nietzsche, each contributing uniquely to the movement. Sartre, a French philosopher and novelist, is perhaps the most recognized existentialist, known for works like Being and Nothingness and Nausea, which explore themes of freedom,
absurdity, and existential angst. Albert Camus, often associated with existentialism though he preferred the term 'absurdist', is renowned for works like *The Stranger* and *The Myth of Sisyphus*, examining the human condition and the absurdity of life. Fyodor Dostoevsky, a Russian novelist, though predating the formal existentialist movement, delved into existential themes in his novels like *Crime and Punishment* and *The Brothers Karamazov*, exploring moral dilemmas, free will, and the search for faith. Friedrich Nietzsche, a German philosopher, influenced existentialism with his critique of traditional moral values and his assertion of the 'death of God,' emphasizing individualism and the creation of one's own values. Together, these writers profoundly impacted existentialist thought, each bringing a unique perspective to questions of existence, morality, and human freedom.

Albert Camus, a key figure often associated with existentialism, made significant contributions to the philosophical movement through his unique perspective on the absurdity of human life. Though Camus himself preferred to be known as an absurdist rather than an existentialist, his works resonate deeply with existential themes. In his seminal essay, "The Myth of Sisyphus," Camus explores the absurd nature of human existence, arguing that the search for meaning in a meaningless universe is inherently contradictory. His novel *The Stranger* exemplifies this philosophy, depicting a protagonist who confronts the absurdity and arbitrariness of society and law. Camus' philosophy diverges from traditional existentialism in its rejection of the existential belief in the inherent meaninglessness of life; instead, he suggests that individuals should embrace the absurd condition of human existence while defiantly continuing to search for meaning. His approach champions personal integrity and living authentically in the face of an absurd world, emphasizing human resilience and the capacity for personal rebellion against existential despair.

Franz Kafka, although not formally an existentialist, profoundly influenced existential thought with his surreal, often nightmarish narratives that explore themes of
alienation, bureaucratic absurdity, and the struggle for meaning in an incomprehensible world. His works, such as *The Metamorphosis*, *The Trial*, and *The Castle*, depict individuals confronted with an illogical, overpowering system, reflecting existential ideas of the individual's confrontation with an indifferent universe. Kafka's characters frequently face bizarre and incomprehensible predicaments, highlighting the existential theme of the absurdity of human existence. His writing, characterized by its stark, haunting style, delves into the anxiety, isolation, and disorientation inherent in modern life, echoing existentialist concerns about the individual's place in a world devoid of clear moral or rational order. Kafka's influence on existentialism is particularly evident in the way his work captures the existential sense of dislocation and the quest for authenticity in an unfathomable world, making him a significant, if indirect, contributor to the existentialist movement.

Kafka's writing, though not overtly philosophical, profoundly reflects existential themes. His work often portrays a sense of alienation and despair, characteristic of existential thought. He delved into the absurdity of existence, a concept where the natural desire for meaning meets an indifferent and incomprehensible world. This is evident in his narratives that often place characters in bizarre, surreal situations that lack logical explanation or resolution. Kafka’s portrayal of the individual often involves a sense of powerlessness and entrapment within inscrutable systems, whether it's the nightmarish bureaucracy in "The Trial" or the incomprehensible transformation in "The Metamorphosis."

His work emphasizes the internal struggle of his characters against these external, often overwhelming forces, highlighting the existential theme of individual struggle in an unyielding universe. Camus is often linked with existentialism but is more accurately described as an absurdist. His philosophy centers around the concept of the Absurd - the conflict between the human desire for meaning and clarity and the chaotic, meaningless
nature of the world. Albert Camus characterizes his justification of the absurd through the experiences of a protagonist Meursault, who simply does not conform to the system. His life and attitudes possess a strange rational order. His actions are strange to us, there seems to be no good reason behind them. His inherent honesty, inability to lie cannot flawlessly integrate him within society. After his mother’s funeral, Meursault dates Marie whom he uses for physical satisfaction, emotionlessly he declares, “When she laughed I wanted her again. A minute later she asked me if I loved her. I told her it didn’t mean anything but that I didn’t think so…” (Camus, 35)

In works like "The Myth of Sisyphus," Camus discusses the Absurd and how one might live in recognition of it. He suggests embracing the Absurd and living life to its fullest in spite of it. Unlike the characters in Kafka's works who often succumb to the incomprehensible forces around them, Camus’ characters, like Meursault in The Stranger, are more likely to confront their absurd condition directly, sometimes with a sense of detachment or acceptance. Camus’ philosophical narrative often revolves around the themes of rebellion and personal freedom, advocating for an acceptance of the Absurd as a means to live a richer, more authentic life.

While both Kafka and Camus explore the struggle of the individual in an absurd and illogical world, Kafka’s approach is more abstract and metaphorical, emphasizing the internal psychological turmoil and existential dread.

Camus, conversely, offers a more direct engagement with existential and absurdist philosophy, providing a clear articulation of how one might confront the Absurd and live authentically. Kafka’s works often leave the reader with a sense of unresolved tension and despair, reflective of the existential condition. In contrast, Camus’ works, while acknowledging the absurdity and futility of life, often gesture towards a form of existential revolt, suggesting ways to find personal meaning and freedom within the bounds of an absurd
Kafka's works are marked by a sense of helplessness, vulnerability, and rejection, influenced by his strained relationship with his father. His characters often face failure and futility, struggling to survive in a world that feels unfeeling and unfamiliar. In "The Trial" and "The Metamorphosis," Kafka explores themes like existentialism, persecution, and divine judgement. His characters, including Joseph K. and Gregor Samsa, often reflect aspects of Kafka himself, facing punishment for undefined crimes and dealing with alienation and transformation. Kafka's writing, deeply self-analytic and sometimes self-obsessed, often incorporates his personal experiences into his fictional work. His famous ‘Letter to his Father’ is a key example of how his personal struggles influenced his literary creations.

Camus's writing revolves around two persistent themes: the enigma of the universe, which is beautiful yet indifferent to life, and the enigma of man, who craves happiness and meaning despite an awareness of mortality and indifference. In The Stranger, Camus explores the problem of happiness in life and the human need to find meaning in existence. His protagonist, Meursault, is portrayed as alien and detached from societal norms, which is effectively conveyed through first-person narration. Camus's use of dual perspectives is prominent in "The Stranger," where Meursault's forthright account of his life contrasts with societal norms, revealing their often shallow and hypocritical nature.

The Plague differs from The Stranger in its thematic and technical approach. It offers a more detailed and realistic narrative, focusing on a community’s response to crisis and existential threat, reflecting Camus's experiences during World War II and his philosophical insights. Kafka's narrative style is characterized by abstract surrealism and metaphorical storytelling, focusing on internal psychological turmoil and existential dread. His characters often find themselves in bizarre, oppressive situations, reflecting the absurdity
and unpredictability of life.

Camus, on the other hand, uses a more grounded, realistic approach, often employing allegory to explore philosophical and existential themes. His narratives are more directly engaged with existential and absurdist philosophy, providing a clearer articulation of human confrontation with the absurd. While Kafka’s works leave the reader with a sense of unresolved tension and despair, Camus’s writings, despite acknowledging life's absurdity, often gesture towards existential revolt and the possibility of finding personal meaning within an absurd existence.
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